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The Light of My Volition Will Bring in 
the Very Created Things the Clear Vision 

of their Creator 

 
 

Chapter Three: I Believe in the Holy Spirit 
The Old Testament proclaimed the Father clearly, but the Son more obscurely. The New 

Testament revealed the Son and gave us a glimpse of the divinity of the Spirit. Now the Spirit 

dwells among us and grants us a clearer vision of himself. CCC 
 

Daniel 8:16 [Knox Bible] 
and a voice hailed him from between Ulai gates; For thee it is, Gabriel, to make the vision 

clear. 
Romans 1:19 [Knox Bible] 

The knowledge of God is clear to their minds; God himself has made it clear to them; 
 

From the Book of Heaven 
V24 – June 29, 1928 - “My daughter, Luisa, When My Will has Its Kingdom Upon 
earth and souls Live in It, Faith will no longer have any shadow, no more enigmas, 
but Everything will be Clarity and Certainty.  The Light of My Volition will Bring in 
the Very Created things the Clear Vision of their Creator; creatures will Touch Him 
with their own hands in Everything He Has Done for Love of them.   

http://catholicbible.online/3/5/170/7808/169494#vers169494
http://catholicbible.online/3/6/244/8030/177056#vers177056
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“The human will is now a shadow to Faith; passions are clouds that obscure 
the Clear Light of It, and it happens as to the sun, when thick clouds form in the 
lower air:  even though the sun is there, the clouds advance against the light, and 
it seems it is dark as if it were nighttime; and if one had never seen the sun, he 
would find it hard to believe that the sun is there.  But if a mighty wind dispelled 
the clouds, who would dare to say that the sun does not exist, as they would touch 
its radiant light with their own hands?  Such is the condition in which Faith finds 
Itself because My Will does not Reign.  They are almost like blind people who must 
believe others that a God Exists.  But when My Divine Fiat Reigns, Its Light will 
make them Touch the Existence of their Creator with their own hands; therefore, 
it will no longer be Necessary for others to say it—the shadows, the clouds, will 
exist No More.”   
 


